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1 Review of early equipment 

During the war the IO ftby 7 f't wind tunnel- being used very 
fully for routine testing and considerable delay occurred between the 
completion of eaah test and the results being available in the oompletely 
processed form, About half the delay was due to the ocmputing, the rest 
of the time being absorbed in the transcription of the data. The tunnel 
instruments were read tisually and photographed, the visual indioaticm 
allowing the tunnel engineer to plan the test programne, and the photo- 
graphs, after prooessing, providing the data for accurate oomputation. 
The calculation of the final answers was carried out at fSst on slide 
rules snd later on desk calculating machines, the final results being 
plotted on graphs by hand. Bemuse of the pressure of work, the need for 
speeding up this prooess beoame very great, and it was obvious that auto- 
matio recording and transcribing equipment needed to be developed for use 
with a digital ccmputer if the wind tunnel were to be used to the f?ullest 
advantage. In 1947, K. V, Diprose proposed a syz&eml whi& oould be 
applied to existing wind tunnels as well as to new onesa The main fea- 
ture of this planwasthatallreadings wouldfirstbe oonvertedto shaft' 
rotations and these rotations transmitted by step repeater motors to a 
central point, The shaft rotations at this cxmizal point would be oon- 
verted into digital form suitable for automatio typing or pun&ing of 
oar&, which would then be used as the input to a digital oomputer for 
the caloulation of the ftil results of the test. Plotting of results 
could be arranged by means of automatti equipment either during the test 
or after calculation in the digital ocmputer. Another feature was that 
if any part of the autolratio equipment failed, the tunnel operatccr would 
not be in a worse position than if,none of the automatio equipmat had 
been 5nstalled. 

Until 1943, meohanioal b-s were used in the.tunnels for measur- 
ing foraes onmodels, but about that time self- steelyards same 
into use in the high speed tunnel. The r5d.ers of the steem were oon- 
trolled by servos to provide automatio balanoing, the rotation of a 
suitable shaft of the servo being transmitted to dials giving an indiua- 
tion of the position of the rider, and therefore of the magnitude of the 
foroe. These dials were photographed to provide a permanent reoord. 
Sinoe1948,however,the emphasis has shiftedawayfromweigh-beam 
balances towards resistance strain gauges far measuring the foroes on 
models and in the early data handljng equipment, provision was made for 
the output from each strain gauge to be connected to a servo balanae via 
a high gain amplifier, the rotation of the servo shafts indioating the 
magnitude of the foroe, as before. 

At first, readings were taken dire& frcun the indioator drum assooia- 
ted with the balance potentiometer, as shown in Fig.1, and written down 
by hand. Fig.2 shows the next stage, where hand set switohes were pro- 
vided below the servo units, the readings an the balanoes being set on 
these switches and transferred automatically to a scanner and the assoaia- 
ted typewriter and card pun&~ The third stage is shown in Fig.3 whioh 
gives a general view of the first fU.ly autcanatio installation. The 
positian of the servo indioator drumwas indioated by means of an eleo- 
trioal synchronous link to the equipment at the clentral point. There it 
was digitised and displayed on a typewriter, the information also being 
punched onto Hollerith cards far subsequent reduotion by the automatio 
digital cqter. 

It block schematic of this full,y.automafio system is shown in Fig.4. 
The aralogue quantities to be measured are fed through high gain ampli- 
fiers to servo balanoe units. Null indicators are provided on the empli- 
fiers to indiaate when the servo bridge is balanoed, andahandoontrolis 
available on t&e servo unit to allow the bridge to be balanued by band, 
in ocrnjunction with the null indicator, should failure of the servo OOOW~ 
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!I!wo transmitter contacts are fitted to the servo balance units, one of 
these being used to transmit the position of the servo balance shaft to 
the digitiser in the central eqtipment and the other being available for 
controlling an automatio graph plotter. The digitisers are selected in 
sequenoe by a scanner, which oontrols the feeding of the digital informa- 
tion to the typewriter and card punch. Should failure of any part of the 
system oocur, the servo balanm units may be adjusted for a null reading 
by hand, and the necessary reading taken direat from the indioatm drum. 

Fig.5 shows a servo balance unit oonstruoted by Elliott Brothers Ltd. 
to a design by&iathematical Servioes Department. The two sets of trans- 
mitter oontacts can be seen, together with the balanoe potentiometer and 
the indicator drum. 

Fig.6 shows a digitiser chassis used at the central point. This oon- 
tains a two inch repeater motor whioh receives the impulses from the trans- 
mitter contacts and moves the digitiser input shaft round to oarrespond 
with that of the servo balance unit. Eaoh digitiser chassis is permanently 
associated with a servo balanoe unit via a synchronous link. 

Fig.7 shows an exploded view of a three digit digitiser. It will be 
seen to consist of three units which are cascaded through interoonneoting 
gearing. Each of these units deals with one deoimal place, the gearing 
between units being IO:1 step down so that successive units in an assembly 
deal with increasingly more significant decimal digits. Each unit is 
arranged to have a rotation of one tenth of a turn for unit change of out- 
put and the exploded view of the middle unit shows ten contaats on a 
stationary insulating diso which are brought out to ten pins on the output 
Plug* Two brushes, which rotate, are mounted on a further sub-assembly, 
with slip rings on the input shaft. With the aid of some external relay 
circuitry, errors due to baoklash in the gearing may be eliminated by the 
switching of these brushes in accordance with the position of the brushes 
in the next less signif'ioant unit. 

The first scanner to be built was a laboratory prototype and was not 
used in an installation. The Mark II unit was used with the hand set 
switches in the ,partially automatio system already mentioned and shown in 
Fig.2. The Mark III unit, shown in Fig.8, was designed for use with the 
gear type digitisers as desoribed above and was also arranged to aooept 
infornmtion from the new coded disa digitisers being developed at this 
time in Mathematical Services Department, The unit is built up from stan- 
dard Post Of'fioe uniselectors and relays and a Hollerith type plugboard is 
mounted on the front. By means of this plugboard, up to 180 digitiser 
units may be plugged to be read out in any order, and code letters and 
digits may be introduced into the typewritten display by suitable plugged 
conneotions. Various cheek faoilities are also available: for example, 
it is not possible to initiate the scanner whilst the typewriter oarriage 
is returning or the Hollerith card punch is eje&ing a full oard and 
introduoing a new one, Some cheokzing is also applied to the information 
received from the coded disc digitisers. This is desirable, sinoe the 
accuracy of' the reading depends upon a pattern of oontacts representing 
each deoimal digit being aorrect, and false readings may be obtained due 
to a faulCy brush contact. By checking far oombinations which do not 
represent decimal digits, it is possible to deteat such a fault and pre- 
vent corrupt data reaohing the soanner. 

The aentral equipment is mounted in a raak as shown in Fig.9. At the 
top of the rack are two ancillary units: the serial counter and the clock. 
The serial counter is available, from a point on the plugboard, if required, 
to allow a serial count of the number of times the scanner has been initia- 
ted to be displayed on the typewriter and card punoh. The clock is simi- 
larly available and provides a display of the date and the time to the 
nearest minute. Below these units is the scanner and 24. digitiser ohassis, 
At the bottom is the power unit for the rack. 
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Mention has been made of the coded disc digitiser and its influence 
on the design of the Mark II scanner. The fitting of such a digitiser 
direct to the indicator drum of a servo balance unit, as shown in Fig.10, 
was an experiment to see if this type of digitiser were reliable. It was 
found to be so, and offered the immediate advantage that the electrical 
synchronous link between the servo unit and the central equipment became 
unnecessary, the digital information being transmitted from the servo unit 
along a highway of twelve channels to the scanner. 
used by all such digitisers, 

This highway could be 
and a saving in cabling would result. The 

digitiser itself was also much simpler than the gear type, and production 
of these was halted for new installations. This decision meant that the 
Mark III scanner contained parts which would no longer be used. A new 
design was therefore initiated to suit the new type of digitiser only, and 
to provide some features which experience with'the Mark III scanner had 
shown to be desirable. This is the new system now going into use into 
R.A.E. tunnels, and is described in detail in the subsequent sections of 
this Note. 

2 The new system 

Fig. II shows the block schematic of the new system. The coded disc 
digitisers are fitted to self-balancing bridges associated with resis- 
tance strain gauges with the same facilities of manual control and visual 
reading from the bridge as in the old system. They may also be associa- 
ted with capsule manometers for reading pressures or with any measuring 
device which indicates the magnitude of a quantity by the rotational 
position of a shaft. A data highway is acmmon to all the digitisers, 
with each of 16 wires in the highway associated with a channel of given 
significance in the digitisers. A further 9 wires in the highway are 
used for control purposes making a total of 25. Information passes along 
the highway in the form of pulses, the presence of a pulse indioating a 
digit “It1 in the digitiser code and the absence of a pulse indicating a 
digit rtO1t, and enters the scanner for decoding and feeding out to type- 
writer and card punch. Also connected to the data highway are the serial 
counters and hand set switch unit. These are normally mounted on the 
same rack as the manner, but may be placed elsewhere in the installation 
if desired. The output signals from these units are in the same code as 
those from the digitisers and they may, therefore, be connected to the 
highway in preoisely the same way. 

A call-up wire from the scanner, associated with each of the digi- 
tisers, allows an investigate pulse from the scanner to pass through a 
selected digitiser and reach the data highway channels in accordance with 
the pattern set up within the digitisers. This pattern is stored within 
the scanner in readiness for decoding. Fig.12 shows the complete rack of 
equipment, with the serial counter at the top, the scanner below, and 
below that again, the hand set switch unit. Below the hand set stitch 
unit are a number of chassis which are identical with those used with the 
gear type digitisers. These are available for housing any small ancillary 
equiment which may be added at a later stage. At the bottom is the power 
unit. 

The scanner itself, Fig.13, is built up from relays and uniselectors. 
Since, unlike the Mark III version, it does not have to deal with gear 
type digitisers as well as the coded disc type, it is rather simpler and 
more aocessible for maintenance. The only routine maintenance whioh is 
necessary is the removal of dust from the uniselector banks and the lubri- 
cation of the uniselector ratchet wheel with a paste of molybdenum disul- 
phide in light oil approximately every million steps, This corresponds 
to about !j$ hours of continuous running of the fastest uniseleotor in the 
scanner. In practice, of course, the scanner will be used at an average 
rate much slower than this, and these operations may conveniently be 
oarried out once a week. 
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The scanner is able to drive both a solenoid operated electric type- 
writer and a modified Hollerith type 29 programme board punch, either 
singly or together. The typewriter maybe either an Underwood, or a 
slightly modified 1.B.N. As the oard punch oontains its own power supplies 
which are not compatible with those in the suanner, a relay &t?ouit is 
built into the punch to link the two devices. This oircuit also provides 
a checking circuit which gives an indication to the scanner if a oard is 
being ejected into the hopper, so that the scanner sequence may be held 
up until this operatiora is complete. A similar oirauitwithinthe type- 
writer guards against information being fed to it whilst it is tabulating 
or the carriage is returning. 

It will be seen that the fundamental difference between the old and 
new system is in the method of transmitting the data from the output 
shaft of the measuring devioe to the soanner. In the old system, beoause 
of the size and complexity of the digitisers with their assooiated relays, 
it was necessary to house them oentrally and transmit the shaft rotation 
to them by means of an eleotric&, synchronous link. With the advent of 
the simpler coded disc digitiser, the digitising beoame possible at the 
shaft itself, with the possibility of transmitting the data to the 
scanner along a path c-on to all the digitisers. 

2.1 Coded diso digitisers 

The coded disc type digitiser developed in Mathematic& Serviues 
Department is based upon the representation of deoimal numbers in what 
is known in this country as a cyclic progressive code, and in Amerioa as 
a Gray or reflected code. The essential feature is that in proceeding 
from the representation of one nuIziber in the coding sequence to the next, 
only one channel in the oode changes 3. In the normal decimal canting 
sequence the digits ocour in the sequenoe 1,2,3.~..8,9,10,11,12 etc. If 
the digit 0 is prefixed to the units digits so that the sequem becomes 
01,02,.... 08,09,10,11 eto. it will be seen that the progression from 09 
to 10 contains a ohange in both tens and units channels. Similarly, the 
transition from 099 to 100 involves a change in eaoh of the three 
channels. If a device were to be developed able to give positional 
information in digital form, using some form of commutator and brushes, 
it is obvious that errors could cocur if the reading brushes were on 
the boundary 099 to 100 and were not quite in line. Readings of 000 
or 199 mi&tbe obtainedwhiah wouldbe grossly in error. Ifacodein 
which only one channel changed at any stage were found, then this diffi- 
culty would be overcome sinoe the reading could never be in error by 
more than unity in the least significant plaae. In the deoimal form 
this may be achieved by inverting alternate decades so that the sequence 
now reads 00,01,02,....08,09,19,18,....12~11,10,20,21,22, eto. This 
procedure may be extended to the hundreds and thousands and subsequent 
orders of signifioanoe. In a praotioal digitiser it is wasteful of 
space to have ten parallel channels to represent one decimal digit, and 
in practice the decimal digits are coded into a binary type clode which. 
only requires four ohannels to specify each decimal digit. However, if 
the cyclic progressive feature is to be retained, this binary code must 
itself be cyolicly progressed. Suoh a oode is shown in Table I and is 
chosen from a large family of such codes to provide simple decoding. 

/Table I 
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Decimal 
digit 

s 
6 

87 
9 

Table I 

Cyclio progressive 
binarycoding 

0 I 0 1 
0 0 0 I 
0 0 1 
0 0 : 0 
0 
1 : 

1 0 
1 0 

10 10 
1 0 1 1 
1 0 0 1 
1 1 0 1 

The procedure for ceding a decimal number into the cyclic progressive 
form is as follows, Consider the digits one at a time commencing at the 
most significant end. If the digit more significant to the one being 
considered is even, no change is made: if, however, the next more signi- 
ficant digit is odd, the digit under consideration is complemented on 9. 
Thus the number 273 becomes 276 in the coded form, and the number 1477 
becomes 1572. To deoode, a similar rule is applied. In this case, the 
sum of the digits on the more significant side of the one being considered 
is found. If this sum is even, the digit remains unchanged; if the sum 
of the digits on the more significant side is odd, the digit is comple- 
mented on 9. This decoding procedure would appear to require counting of 
the digits on the more significant side of the one being considered. 
However, a feature of the code shown in Table I enables this to be avoided. 
It will be seen that the even digits have even numbers of binary digits 1 
in their representations and the odd digits have odd numbers of binary 
digits I. By means of a simple relay changeover circuit a check may be 
kept of the oddness or the evenness of a chain of decimal digits without 
counting being necessary. Such a chain of' contacts may be seen in Fig.22 
immediately below relay RS. Another feature of the code which faoili- 
tates the decoding is its reflected nature. It will be seen that deoimal 
digits which are complements on 9 have the same coding in the x, y and 5 

channels. Thus when decoding is taking place, a simple decoding tree may 
be used to determine which of the complementary pairs contains the digit 
concerned, and the w channel in conjunction with the relay changeover 
circuit indicating the parity, i.e. the oddness or evenness of the sum of 
the digits to the left of the one being considered, will determine which 
of the pair is the correct digit. 

Fig.14 shows a coded disc and a number of concentrio patterned rings 
will be see& These rings consist of conduoting and insulating areas 
which indicate the position of the diso to one thousandth of a turn by 
means of cyclic progressive decimal representations arranged radially. 
Thus a set of brushes positioned over these concentric rings and lying 
along a radius of the disc may be used to read out the rotational position 
of the disc in the oyolio progressive ceded form, A further digitiser has 
been developed of comparable size to a repeater motor, which digitises a 
shaft rotation to one part in a hundred, and which counts up to 100 turns 
(Fig,l5), This digitiser may be used as a direct replacement for a 
repeater motor having been arranged with identical fixings. It is being 
fitted to capsule manometers to give a digital readout into the scanner 
similar to the data form available from the strain gauge equipmen t% A 
third type of digitiser has a range from -29.95 to 29.95 in steps of 0.05, 
and is used for measuring the incidence angle of tunnel models. 
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2.2 The data hi&wax 

The outputs of all the digitisers in the system are connected to the 
data highway through isolating rectifiers to prevent back paths through 
the digitisers, There are 16 wires in the data highway concerned with 
routing digital information from the digitisers to the scanner and a 
further 9 wires which are used for control purposes. The input connection 
to each digitiser is connected through a relay contact to one side of the 
pcwer supply to bias the rectifiers and prevent spurious operatian of 
relays in the scanner by back impedances of many rectifiers in parallel. 
When it is desired to transfer the digital information from a given digi- 
tiser to the scanner, a relay associated with that digitiser is operated 
by the call-up wire from the scanner, to transfer the input connection 
from that power supply to the investigate pulse line, The scanner then 
emits a short investigate pulse which passes through the conducting areas 
of the digitiser which are in contact with the brushes, and the assoaiated 
rectifiers to the data highway. This may be seen in Fig.;, 6 whiah shows a 
block of ten digitisers with their associated rectifiers and call-up relays. 
The ten call-up relays A to K assoaiated with the digitisers are shcwn on 
the left, their contacts being connected to lines W and Z on the data high- 
way and to the common connection of the digitiser. Ncrmally, the digitiser 
common connection is fed through the resting contact of the associated 
relay to -50 volts on line W. Upon calling the digitiser from the scanner 
by operating its relay on the associated call--up wire, the -50 volt bias 
is removed and the digitiser common connection is fed from the investigate 
line Z through the make contact of the relay. 

In addition to the sixteen digit outputs there are four special highway 
lines which may be fed with the investigate pulse from the scanner by means 
of suitable strapping within the digitiser assembly. The scanner may thereby 
be made to complement a digitiser reading, insert a negative sign prior to 
a reading, indicate to the scanner that a multi-turn digitiser is being 
read, and indicate to the scanner that the third type of digitiser is being 
read which operates in the range -29.95 to 29.95 in steps of 0.05. In the 
absence of any signal indicating otherwise, the scanner is arranged to 
decode a coded three decimal digit number. If it is not possible to 
arrange a shaft to represent an increase in the measured quantity by a 
rotation in the direction of increasing numbers on the digitiser, then 
the complementing facility may be employed to invert the digitiser readings. 
This avoids having two types of digitiser, one for each direction of 
rotation. The negative sign may be used to indicate a quantity going 
negative from a zero datum. 

The rectifiers associated with corresponding output lines from each 
digitiser are connected together, and if only ten digitisers are in use, 
these common points are connected direct to the data highway. If more than 
ten digitisers are in use, they are connected in blocks of ten, and further 
isolating rectifiers inserted between these blocks and the data highway. 
One suah set of isolating reatifiers is shown on the right of Fig.16. The 
use of these improves the impedance in the back paths which exist from some 
data highway lines through the digitisers and back to other hi&way lines. 

2.3 The Mark IV scanners 

The scanner (Pig.1 3) is the heart of the data handling system and is 
in complete control throughout each sequence of operations. Its purpose 
is to call up the digitisers in a predetermined order, transfer their set- 
tings as a pattern of pulses along the common data highway back to the 
scanner, decode the settings into decimal and present the decoded informa- 
tion on a typewriter and a card punch, 

The scanner may be divided into two main parts - the selector switch 
and the decoder circuit. The function of the selector switch is to conneat 



the call-up signal, in order, to the digitisers to be road. There are 
50 disorete steps on the selects and these are bro t out as connections 
to the plugboard on the front of the scanner (Pig.17 . Also brought out "&" 
here are the call-up wires to the digitisers in the installation. It is 
possible, therefore, to call up the digitisers in any order by suitable 
cross connecting on the plugboard. The selector feeds out a signal on the 
selected call-up wire which operates the relay associated with the called 
digitiser. This relay connects the digitiser to the data highway. 

The purpose of the decoder circuit is to transfer the reading of the 
digitiser to the scanner, decode it, and feed the decoded information out 
to the typewriter and card punch. Q?hen the scanner is initiated at the 
beginning of a sequence, the relay assooiated with the selected digitiser 
allows an investigate pulse from the decoder circuit to pass through the 
parts of the digitiser pattern which are in contaot with the brushes, ard 
out to the data highway. These signals reach the scanner and operate 
relays within the deocder circuit to store this information. The deooder 
then proceeds with the deooding and feeds the typewriter and card pun& 
with the decoded information. At the end of the deooding cyole, the 
relays are &eared and the seleotnr stepped once. The sequence proceeds 
without any break, the next digitiser being dealt with similsrly~ 

A number of ape&al facilities are provided to assist in the display 
of information, and to make the soanner more flexible. Provision is 
made for the typing and punching of a sensitivity digit before the data 
itself, to indioate the sensitivity setting of a Strain Gauge Bridge, 
where one is driving the digitiser being read. This appears as a single 
decimal digit in the range 1 to 6, corresponding to the setting of a six 
way switch on the bridge. Some specialoperatians are brought out as 
oonnections onto the plugboard and may be called up at any stage in the 
sequence of operations. These are as follows: 

(a) TVpewriter carriage return 

This operation takes effect at the seleoted step in the sequenoe 
before any data from the digitiser assooiated with that scanner step is 
decoded. 

(b) Clear seleotor 

This enables the scanner to be cleared rapidly should less than the 
full oomplement of 50 digitisers be required for a given test, and is 
plugged to the scanner step after that associated with the last digitiser 
to be read. 

(c) Centre zero 

This faoility, in effect, subtracts 500 from a digitiser reading, to 
give the effect of a digitiser with a oentre zero- It is useful where a 
0 to 999 digitiser is being used with a shaft whose zero position is a 
central one, rather than at one end. 

(d) Halt selector 

It is sometimes neoessary to halt the scanner part way through its 
sequence to allow some manual switching of equipment to take plaoe. By 
means of this circuit, the sequenae can be halted, being restarted by an 
external short circuit to the Vestart selectort' socket of the soanner. 

(e) Punch out and typewriter out 

If it is required to prevent any given piece of decoded data from 
reaching either the typewriter or oard punch, it is possible by means of 
this facility to blook data on a given selector step. 



(f) Servo groups 

When the scanner is not being used to read out the settings of digitisers, 
any strain gauge bridges which are in use will be following variations in the 
resistance of their associated strain gauges by means of their servos. When 
the scanner starts its sequence, all digitisers must be statianary if' ambi- 
guous readings are to be avoided, and it is necessary to freeze all the 
servos. This is done automatioally at the beginning af the scanner sequence, 
but as soon as a given strain gauge bridge digitiser has been read, the 
servo may be freed. Provision is made for the servos to be arranged in 
three groups which may be freed at any stage in the scanner sequence. 

(g) Negative sign 

It is possible to insert a negative sign before a piece of decoded 
data by plugging on the plugboard. 

(h) Decimal point 

Provision is made for a decimal point to be inserted before the most 
significant digit of a piece of data, or between any of the digits. The 
position of the decimal point is controlled by plugging on the plugboard, 
the digitiser call-up wire being plugged into one of five sockets, all of 
which operate as call-up lines, but which set the decimal point in different 
positions. 

Fig.17 shows the layout of the scanner plugboard, which consists of 
20 rows of 34 sockets. The rows are numbered I to 20 from the top, and 
the columns 1 to 34 from the left. 
call-up wires to the digitisers, 

C01umns 1, 12 and 23 are used for the 
the two serial counters and the eight 

hand set switch circuits. Columns 2 to 6, 13 to 17, and 24 to 28 are con- 
nected to the selects switch and provide the 50 separate steps within the 
sequence of the scanner for connection to the digitiser call-up w&es. The 
five sockets in a row correspond to a given step in the sequence, and the 
chosen socket within that row determines the position of the decimal point 
in the display on the typewriter. Columns 7, 18 end 29 are used for call- 
ing the special operations and are effective at the same time as the digi- 
tiser call-up wires in the same row. The remaining columns are used for 
the speoial operations and these are called by connecting them to the 
l~call special operation" sockets corresponding to the required step in the 
sequence. The interconnecting plug leads are available as standard 
Hollerith equipment, being identioal to those used for setting up the pro- 
gramme board punch. Should two special operations be required at the same 
step in the cycle, however, it is necessary touse a special plug lead 
which splits, through rectifiers, to prevent spurious calling of one opera- 
tion should the other be called alone elsewhere in the sequence. Some 
straps for communing are provided, and two special sockets near the bottom 
right hand corner (in oolumn 30) which enable either the typewriter or 
punch to be taken out of circuit for the complete sequence. This avoids 
having to disconnect the oables to do this. 

2.4 The electric &ewriter 

When attention was turned to the develoment of datd handling equip- 
ment to ease the feeding of experimental data from experiments to the 
digital computers, careful consideration was given to the types of electriu 
typewriters than available, to find one most suited to automat% operation. 
The I.B.M. machine, already mod&Pied for automatio operation was available, 
but only for dollar expenditure. Since no modified British machines were 
available, a few I.B.M. models were obtained for use with early equipment 
whilst development of a suitable British replacement was proceeded with. 
Of the British types, that manufaotured by Messrs Underwood was the simplest 
to modify for the functions whioh were required, and this model was chosen. 
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The maohine, when modified, was required to operate either as a normal 
electric typewriter, or from external eleotrical pulses, although for 
data reduction applications only certain of the ahsraoters were required 
These were, the digits 0 to 9, hypen (as ne@tive sign), full stop (as 
decimal point), tabulate, carriage return, and space. Solenoids were 
fitted under the keys, so that by energising the solenoids eleotrically, 
the keys were pulled down and the meohanism tripped. It was found that. 
the maohine could be operated reliably at IO charaoters per second, with 
a maximum speed of about 13 chaacrters per second. Sine8 then, interest 
in this modif'ioationhasbeen shownby the manufacturers, and they have 
produced an improved version of the eleotrio machine, with an improved 
solenoid system based on the R.A,E. design. These are now available and 
are being used with al1R.A.E. data reductia equipment. 

2.5 The Hollerith pograrrme board punoh 

Since the method of feeding inf'o~tion to the digital oomputer, 
DlX?CE, is by Hollerith pun&d oards, some means had to be found of modi- 
fying a standard Hollerith oard punch for conneotion to the data h.andliW? 
equipment. To malQ it possible for the data to be placed on parts of the 
card acceptable to the DEullE, the programme board punch was chosen. This 
is an electrically operated machine, with a plugboard giving the follcnv- 
ing facilities. 

(a> skip 

This enables a cwd to be moved rapidly ihratgh the machine, skip- 
pin$ certain ooluums not required to be filled with data. Far example, 
the first 31 oolumns on a md are not aooeptable to the DEUCE: input 
circuits, these 001~ on the card being reserved for serial numbers, 
job numbers and so on. When a new oard is drawn into the punch, there- 
fore, it is made to skip direct to column 32 in readiness for the first 
pieoe of data. 

This facility is used to space the card onoe to jump over an 
unwanted column of the card.. When the skip facility is being used over 
more than a few columns it is wise to skip to the column before the one 
actually required, and to space over the last one. This bnproves the 
reliability of the skip. 

(c) Number emitters 

It is useful to be able to punch a job number or some other refer- 
ence code on each card as it passes through the card punch. Sockets are 
provided on the plugboard whioh maybe plugged to any column of the oard, 
so that as the oard reaches that column, the selected digit is punahed 
autmtioally, and the oard moved on to the next column. 

Since the power supplies in,the punoh and the scanner are at very 
different levels, it is not possible to drive the relays in the punch 
direct from the output of the scanner. A buffer oircuit is therefare 
required, ti this has been designed to fit inside the case of the pun& 
It is important that the data from the scanner reaches the correct 
columns on the card and any displacement of the data, say by one column, 
due to a failure of the punch, will give completely erroneous informa- 
tion to the computer. A check oircuit is therefore provided in the buffer 
unit which indicates to the scanner when the card fails to step to the 
correct column after the punohing of a pieoe of data. Some of the sockets 
on the plugboard are connected to this check oircuit so that plugged oon- 
neotion may be made between the columns where the card is expcted to 
stop and this oircuit. Failure to reach a selected column stops the 
scanner until the engheer in charge steps the oard to the oarreat position. 



2.6 The serial counter unit 

The serial aounter unit contains two identical counters, which, like 
the scanner, are built from relays and u&selectors (Pig.18). They are 
capable of registering counts in the range 0000 to 9999, and their outputs 
are in ayclio progressive code like the digitisers. The normal method of 
stepping the counter is by energising the call-up wire, Thus if it is 
required to record the number of scanner sequences, it is only necessary 
to call the counter when the display of the count is required. The oounter 
will automatically increase its count by one, immediately upon being called, 
and the investigate pulse from the scanner will convey the augmented oount 
back to the scanner for decoding and typing. An external socket is pro- 
vided to allow the counter to be stepped at times when it is not being 
called by the scanner. This may be done by applying a short circuit to the 
"step counter!' socket, but most not be done whilst an investigate pulse is 
being emitted from the scanner. 

Numbers may be preset on the counter, by setting up the uniseleotors 
byhand. Since the counter steps upon being oalled, the required number 
less one should be set. Clearance buttons are provided on the unit far 
clearing the oounters to 9999, so that the first indicated count after 
clearance is 0000. 

2.7 The hand set switch unit 

As an aid to ccarrputing ard to visual inspection of the *written 
data, it is desirable to have certain oonstants fed to the typecvriter and 
card punch. The hand set switch unit is provided to meet this requirement, 
and has eight separate switch circuits built in. Pour of these are of four 
decimal digits, two of' three digits and two of only one digit (Fig.19). 
As for the serial counters, the outputs from the switches are ooded into 
oyolic progressive code so that the switch circuits lray be called in 
exactly the sanae way as the digitisers, and the data fed back on the data 
highway. 

2.8 The power unit 

The uniselectors in the scanner are driven from the 50 cycle mains, 
but a 5C volt DC supply is required for the relays. A power unit is 
therefore provided capable of supplying five amps at 50 volts. This is 
rnae than adequate for the idark IV scanner, but since the design for 
previous equipments was available and satisfactory, it was decided not 
to redesign. The only change required was the connection of the positive 
side of the 50 volt supply to the neutral line of the mains. A three core 
cable ccmects the pawer unit with the scanner, carrying line, neutral, 
and -50 volts. 

3 Fum developments 

aovements in data handling systems for wind tunnels appear likely 
in two main dire&ions; first, the introdtiion of a fully eleotrioal 
system with no moving parts, and second, an increase in operating speed, 
The elimislation of movjng parts from the system should result in &proved 
life and reduce the amount of maintenance required, thereby improving 
reliability. An increase in operating speed would be of value in inter-- 
mzittent tunnels where the time available for a test is limited. 

An interim measure towards the elwtion of moving parts would be 
the introduction of an optioal digitiser using photo+lectrio cells and 
glass scales, in place of ball oontacts and etohed discs. The SCBYXE~ 
could thenbe electronic in charaater and relays and uniselectors eliminated. 
The use of an electronic soanner with the present design of digitiser is not 
thought to be practicable since problems of noise, contact resistance, and 
cross-talk are intrcduoed when electronic ajrcuits are driven frommechanioal 
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contacts. If an eleotronic digitiser couuiLd be designed to replace the 
self balancing bridge, then the system could be made fully electrcanio and 
all moving parts would be eliminated. An alternative method of approaoh 
is to delay the digitising of the quantities being measured, and transmit 
the information in an analogue form to the central equipment to be digit- 
ised there. ?4hilst this system would raise a number of problems, the 
amount of equipment required wouldbe considerably reduced, resulting in 
improved reliability. The switching of the analogue information would, 
however, probably be done by means of' a mechanical switch, and this m.i&t 
be a disadvantage. 

Providing that elimination of moving parts can be achieved, it 
becomes possible to speed up the operation of the scanner, and the pre- 
sentation Or the results. past @-ping and card punohing devises are 
available, and the introdu&ion of eleotronic techniques into the data 
handling equipment would result in a more effioient use of tunnel time, 
and provide more information, if required, for subsequent oaloulations. 

The developments mentioned should help towards the trouble free 
operation of wind tunnel data handling equipment, and also provide the 
speed necessary for intermittent tunnel installations. 

4 Conclusion 

Much development has taken place Fn the design and application of 
eroded diso digitisers to wind tunnel measurements. These digitisers oan 
be used to convert from analogue to digital form any measured quantity 
whioh can be represented by the rotational position of a shaft; in 
particular, the output from resistanoe strain gauge bridges and capsule 
manometers. Scanning and decxding equipment fen? use with these digitisers, 
built fromPost Office relays and uniseleotors, has beer, designed, and 
feeds out information to typewriter and card punch. Digitisers may be 
investigated at the rate of about 1 per second, a oomplete cyole of 50 
digitisers in an installation taking rather less than one minute. 

Although this is a comprehensive and effective system, higher speeds 
are required for some applications and it appears attraotive to replaoe 
the mechanioal parts of the equipment by solid state or other eleotronio 
devices. 
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APPENDIX1 

Detailed operation of the typewriter 

Fig.20 shows the electrioal circuit of the typewriter. There are 
fifteen solenoids oontrolling the digits 0 to 9, hyphen (for minus sign), 
full stop (for decimal point), carriage return, tabulate and space. One 
side of each solenoid is oonnected to a pin on a 25 pin Mark IV plug 
which is mounted under the body of the typewriter. The other ends of 
the solenoids are cwnected in three groups; solenoids 0 to 4 to pin X 
on the plug; solenoids 5 to 9 to pin Y; and the remainder to pin Z. 
This is done to ease the dewding procedure in the soanner, the simple 
ohotie of either the X or Y return being suf'fioient to oomplement a 
digit on 9 in the light of the parity of the number being deooded. 

Two ohangeover aontaots are built into the typewriter, designated (=K 
and N3 in Fig.20. Cantaot CK is the oheok oontaot whioh is operated 
during the tabulating and carriage return operations. This indication 
oan 3e used to hold up the equipment driving the typewriter thus prevent- 
ing digits being lost whilst these operations are proceeding. In its 
no-1 position the MS oontaot allcws pulses fed to pin T of the plug to 
reach the tabulate solenoti. When the carriage reaohes the right hand 
margin, oontaot Ads operates, and the next tabulate pulse is diverted to 
the oarriage return solenoid. This faoility allows data to be fed oon- 
tinuously to the typewriter without a cheek of the carriage position 
beingneoessary. 





Detailed operation of the oardxnxaohbuf'f'er oirauit 

Because of the ddfferenue in the levels of' the paver supplies ia the 
scannex ati the Erog~m Board Ranah, it is necessary to insert a buffer 
oi.rc&t between the two pieoes of equipment. The 0-t of this is shown 
in Fig.21. It aonsfsts of 14 relays, 13 being duuble aoil high speed with 
one aontaot, the 14th being medium speed wi& two aontauts. There are 
twelve possible positions in each column of a Hollerith c\ard for a punohed 
hole and these are designated X, Y, snd 0 to 9 reading from the top of the 
oard downsvards, The X and Y pun&ngs may be used to indiaate negative 
and positive; whenaonneutedtothe aoanner, only theXpun0hingj.s 
effeati. and this represents a negative sign, O&put from the saanner 5s 
fed to the Ixf'fer oircuit by a 25 oore cable oonneoting to a 25 pin 
&u-k IV plug shown on the left of Pig,21, PzM A to K aarry pulses repre- 
senting the digits 1 to 9 and 0, respeotively, and operate the appromte 
one of the relays A to K conneoted to the plug. As with the typewriter, 
the three earth return system is used to aid the deaoding in the soanner, 
and a seleated relay operates over its left-hand c&l from the assooiated 
pin A to K end either the X or Y earth. The relay holds over the other 
coil and its own contaot to the pun& power supplies, care being taknn to 
see that the polarit3ea are correct. The junation of the oontaat and the 
oofi is fed to the corresponding punch relay aonCrolYng the punching of 
the m@.red digit, Thus apulsefromthe scanner oalling a digit 3, for 
example, operates relay C, whiuh holds over Cl aontaot and operates the 
relay in the punoh ocx&r~Uing the pun&ing of a digit 3. When tb~ punoh- 
ing has taken plaae, the holding aircuit for the buffer relay is auto- 
raatioallyinternrp~withirrthep~oh,and~erelayre2eases. The X 
relay operates when a negative s5.gn is oalled, uslag the 2 return to the 
typewriter, but only remains operated far the duration of the pulse, no 
holding oixouitbe$ngprovide& Relays is conaernedwith oheokingand 
has one side of its ooil conneoted to the oheak sockets on the plugboard 
of the punch. When a aard steps to the req.&red position, relay S oper- 
ates to the punch power supply through the pluggedoonneotion on ti plqg- 
board, and holds over S2 and TI ocz&aots, Contaot Si provides a short 
airouitbetweenpins Q andR, indioat3ngtothe scanner thatalliswell. 
If a uard fails to reach the oorreut position, relay S does not operate, 
pins I? andR remain in contaot, and the oheok relay within the saanner 
operates to prevent any tither operation until the error is oorreoted, 
At the end Or the deaoding oyole relay T is operatedby the tsbulate pulse 
fed to the -writer. Tl oontacst opens to release relay S whioh only 
reoperates if the oard reaohes the aorreat oolumn, 
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APPENDM III 

Detailed operation of the scanner 

Upon depressing the start button on the front of the unit, or apply- 
ing a shcfft circuit to the tlExternal Start" socket (Fig.22 
operates from neutral, RRA1, start button (or external s/c 1 

, relay ST 
and STI. 

ST looks over ST?, Ccl, ER2, and OS2 to neutral, ST2, ST3 and ST4 oon- 
tacts provide a signal to the servo units via output sockets designated 
Ykmro group A", %ervo group B" and Verve group C" to freeze the servos 
and halt movement of the digitisera. ST5 contact connects the coil of 
USC drive magnet through I332 and Cm to neutral, and USC thereby receiVeS 
half wave rectified mains pulses through the RM& reotifier (A) and the 
220 ohm, IO watt resistor. It therefcre commences to step round at 50 
steps per second. 

The fcnotion of USC~is twofold: it provides paired stepping pulses 
for UBD from levels U&l and USC2 so'that an adjacent pati of mains 
pilses are fed to USD in every five, and it also oontrols the charging cf 
condenser Cl and its disoharge th&u.& the relay decoding networks to the 
s0m0iaf3 in the typewriter and card pun& 

When the wiper associated with level USC'I reaches oon%aot 2, 
(assuming that the sequence of operations commences with each of' the four 
uniselectors standing on cmntaot I), neutral on the wiper reaches ehe 
drive magnet of USD through H53, ST6 and USD interrupter contaots. Thus 
the next half wave rectified mains pulse will step both USC and USD, 
USC stepping to its third oontact and USD to its second. Neutral on UBI% 
wiper is pow extendedtoline 2 cnthe datahighway inputplug, and con- 
neotion is made from neutral through the pattern of oontacts within the 
digitiser and back to the scanner v&a the data highway. Lines A to Q on 
thiq highway are reserved for digits in the range 0000 to 9999, and the 
Pelays A to Q associated with these lines are operated by the signals 
from the digitiser, Aqy relay which operates looks over its number 1 
oontact, thereby disconnecting its 003.2. from the highway and preventing 
any 'spurious operation of other relays should the digitiser change its 
position during the decoding process. When t?8C reaches its third oon- 
taot a-path is made through USDI wiper and contact 2 to the drive magnet 
of USD, and as USC steps from its third to its facrrth oc&aot, USD steps 
from its second to its third. Thus the investigate pulse to line Z of 
the data highway fram USD5 level is of 20 milliseco& duration. 

When USD reaches its third oontaot, a path is made frcun Cl, USC3 
oontaot 4, JJSD4 contact 3, to CR2, CR is a speoial operation relay, 
brought out to the plugboard for Qalling up a carriage IW~LUTI operation 
of the mewriter (see Fig.22). Should this operationbe plugged fraea 
the first "call speoial operaticmstt socket to cne of the "carriage return" 
sockets, CR relay will already be operated by neutral through USA5 level, 
oontaot I, and the energy stared in Cl will be discharged through (332 
contaot to pin S of the -writer plug and thence to the carriage return 
solenoid. Within the typewriter is a cheek oontaot which is operated 
whilst the machine is tabulating cr carriage returning (see F&20)* 
Normally, Q and R on the typewriter plug are in oontaot, but during these 
two opwationa, R is in contaot with P, During the carriage return 
operation, therefore, neutral on the ty-pewriter pin P will be roxted back 
on pinR, to ogerafe %he aheok relay CL cm interrupts the cfmneotion 
between neutral and the drive magnet of USC and holds up any further 
operation of the scanner until the typewritercarriage is fully retied. 
CK relay then releases, and USC recaces to step* CK relay is also 
operated should the card punch not be in the oorrect position for the 
next piece of data. A cheek oircuit ti arranged within the punch which 
oonneots pins P and R cxf the pm& plug together when the tabulate pulse 
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is fed to the typewriter at the end of the scanner deooding cycle. Providing 
the card has reached the correct position for the next piece of data, as 
determined by a plugged connection on the programme board associated with 
the punch, this oonnection is broken and the scanner cycle mmy Froc3eed for 
the next piece of data. 

Whilst USC is stepping over contacts 4, 5 and 6, no path is provided 
to the coil of USD and thus USD stands on its third contact for a period 
of 60 milliseconds. However, Cl is only connected through USC3 to USD4 
for the first 40 milliseconds of this period: for the remaining 20 milli- 
seconds it is routed back to the F&i4 rectifier (B) to be recharged in 
readiness for the next digit to be typed and/or punched, 

'When USC reaches contacts 7 and 8, two more successive half wave 
rectified mains pulses step USD to contact 5. The next digit sent to the 
typewriter and card punch indicates the sensitivity setting of the servo 
unit whose reading is being observed. A six-way switch is available on 
each servo balance to allow its sensitivity to be set as required, con- 
nections being brought out from this switch to a six-way highway connecting 
all the servo units to the scanner. This investigate pulse to the digi- 
tiser in the servo unit on line Z of the data highway also reaches the 
common of this switch, and a pulse therefore reaches one of the sensitivity 
relays SDA, SDB, Sx, SDD, SDE or SDF in the scanner to record the sensi- 
tivity setting. The relay holds, as the digit relays, over its number< 1 
contact. The number 2 contact allows condenser Cl to discharge through 
USC3, USD4 contact 5, and the appropiate sensitivity relay contact to the 
associated digit line to the output plugs, Further referenue to Fig.20 
will show that the solenoids controlling digits O-4 are connected to the 
X earth line, and the &&its 5-Y are connected to the Y earth line within 
the typewriter. This is for convenience in decoding the cyoli~ permuted 
decimal code used in the digitisers. Thus, as well as feeding the Rulse 
from Cl to the appropriate digit line, it is also necessary to select the 
correct earth. Levels USD3 and USD2 are used for this purpose and have 
their wipers connected to the X and Y earths respectively. They are used 
throughout the decoding operation to select the earth to be used to give 
the correct range of the digit to be Qped or punched. If the sensitivity 
digit is 1, 2, 3 or 4, contact 5 of US03 will be connected by the number 3 
contact on the selected sensitivity relay to neutral, thus completing the 
return path for the pulse from Cl. i/hen the sensitivity digit is 5 or 6, 
however, contact number 3 on SDE or SDP will connect the neutral on USD2 
contact 5 to the Y earth. 

When USC steps past contacts I 2 and 13, USD steps to contact 7 on two 
successive mains pulses, and Cl is connected through USC3 and USD4 contact 7 
to CZ7 contact. Should neither CZ nor SN be operated, a pulse will reach 
pin W on the output plug to space the typewriter once. The card punoh is 
unaffected by this signal. Relay CZ is available for connection from the 
plugboard at the front of the scanner and is used when it is desired to use 
a normal digitiser with an imaginary centre zero. The circuits associated 
with relay CZ, in effect, subtract 500 from the reading so that 000 is con- 
verted in-to -499 and 999 becomes 499. Contacts CZ3 and CZ4 interchange 
lines B and C on the data highway and reference to the digitiser code 
(Table I) will show that this performs the necessary modification of the 
first digit. RelayAA when operated, is used to provide the correct sign 
for the typewriter display, and is operated in place of A due to the action 
of contact CZ2. Contacts CZ5 and CZ~ are used in conjunction with USD2 and 
USD3 to provide the correct earth return for the first digit of the digitiser 
reading to be typed. Thus if relay Cz is operated, the pulse from Cl through 
contact 7 on USD4 will reach pin l?ir, of the output plugs if AA is released, to 
type a negative sign and mak, * an X punching on the Hollerith card. If AA 
is operated, the pulse will reach pin W to type a space, indicating that the 
number typed is positive, Condenser Cl now recharges on steps 16, 17 and 18 
of USC3 level, and as USC steps over contacts 17 and 18, USD steps to 
contact 9. 
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Some of the digitiser in the installation may be of a five digit type 
givipg readings in the range 00000 to 19999. These digitisers have: their 
most significant channel (which only has to indioate a 0 ar a I) conneoted 
to line T on the data highway. When the digit is 1, the investigate pulse 
will reach relay BDA in the scanner to ate that an initial digit 1 is 
required prior to the remaining digits in the decoded display. The dis- 
charge of Cl through USC3 contacts 19 and 20, and lJSDt!+ contact 9, reaches 
BDA2 oontaot. If this ocmtact is normal, indimting that the digit is 0 
(or that there is no digit since the digitiser is not a five digit type 
anyway), then the typewriter will reoeive an impulse from Cl on the spaoe 
line W. If, however, BDAZ is operated, the discharge f"rcanCi is diverted 
to pins A and H on the output plugs to irk&ate either a 1 or an 8. 
Which of these is displayed will depend on the parity indioated to levels 
USD2 and USD3, The 9th oontact on these levels are ocmnecrted to CO2 oon- 
tact at the beginning of the parity co&a& tree (to the right of USDI 
level on the circuit schematio, Fi.g.22).. Providing that CO relay is 
released, neutral will reach USD3 and the X earth line and the display 
will be of a digit I. COrelayis another special purpose relaywhich 
may-be celled from the digitiser by means of' a strap in the digitiser 
circuit (see Fig,l6) when the digitiser is used with the zero position of 
the shaft at the 9999 end of the digitiser. This facility has been pro- 
vided to avoid having digitisers for clockwise and anti-&o&wise direc- 
tions of rotation, and the reading from the digitiser may be complemented 
on 9999 by the operatiaas of this single relay. Thus, if relay CO is 
operated, the neutral line reaches the Y earth via USD2 level, and the 
digit displayed is an 8. Due to the operation of this contaut at the 
beginning of the parity tree, all subsequent digits frcanthe digitiser 
will have their pari* changed and the ccanplete number will be oompl~%~~%t~& 

Provisionismade inthe circuitry of the scanner for adecimal. point 
to be inserted in the display of deocded inf%rmai$.on on the -writer. 
Each digitiser is available for inte~onnection on the plugboard at the 
front of the scanner (Fig.17) and may be called at any of the 50 deooding 
cycles inthe full cycle of the soanner. The plugleadwhich is used for 
the cross oonneoticm may be plugged into any of the five soak&s marked 
"deoimal p0i.N' oorresponding to a given time in the smer oyole: 
socket A placing a deck& point before the first digit fram a four digit 
digitiser, socket.B before the second digit and so on, the fifth so&et 
being used to call a digitiser when no decimal point is required at all in 
the display.~ Levels I-& on USA and levels I-6 on USB are connected to 
these points on the plugboard to select the plug points in sequenoe 
throughout the scanner oyole, relays DPA, DPB, DPC and DPD being assooi- 
ated with the decimal point positions A, B, C and D: relay DPO is used 
when no decimal point is required. 
seleoted‘decimkl point relay o 

Thus, when a digitiser is called, the 

with the digitiser (see Fig.16 r 
rates in series with the relay associated 

. As USC steps over contact 22, USD steps 
with it to oontaot 10, due to the connection of neutral from USC1 level 
contact 22, HS3, ST6 and the interrupter contaut of USD. As USC steps 
over contact 23, neutral will be extended frcan the wiper of TBCI and 
contact 23 to mAi co&a&. If DPA relay is not energised, USD will step 
with USC and reach contaclt II, but if DPA is operated, USD will remain on 
contact 10. contact IO on level USD4 is connected, together with the 
next three even ntiered contacts, to line 0 on the output plug, whiah 
feeds the decimal point solenoid in the typewriter. Thus, as USC steps 
to conk& 24, the condenser Cl is conneoted through USC3 contad 24 and 
USD4 contaots IO to pin 0, and the typewriter prints a decimal point. 
USD next steps to contact II as USC passes contact 27 by the extensirm of 
neutral through HS3 and ST6, but fails to seoeive a stepping pulse fm 
contact 23 of USC2 since it is on en odd contaot on USDI level. By this 
arrangement, USD remains on contacts IO and I? for 100 milliseoonds each, 
allowing a full charge anddischarge cycle ofC1, and time for a decimal 
point to be inserted in the typewritten display. 

Contact II on USD4 is connected to the input of the digit decoding 
tree associated with relays B, C a.ndD. The most signifkt digit of a 
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four digit coded d+gitiser reading will be stored on these relays, together 
with relay A, and a path will be set up frcnn contact 11 of USD4 to one of 
the five output wties from the tree. Each of these wires is conneoted 
through rectif'iers to a complementary pair of digits on the typewriter and 
card punch output plugs. Whiuh digit of the pair is printed and punched 
will be selected by levels USD2 and USD3 and the parity tree contacts C02, 
RDA3, BDA4, A2 and A3. Should none of these relays be operated, or 
certain faulty combinations, the pulse from Cl will leave the decoding 
tree on the line to DTA2 contact. For four digit digitisers, this relay 
will be operated by the strap within the local digitiser circuit (see 
Pig.16) and the pulse will reach relay ER, the error relay, ER will 
operate and hold from -50 volts, Fsi coil, ERI, SW? to neutral. ER2 con- 
tact releases ST relay and lights the error lamp, ST5 and ST6 contacts 
halt the stepping of USC and USD, and no further decoding operations are 
carried out until the start button is depressed by the operator. This 
allows any required note to be made of the error before proceeding, and 
upon the reoperation of relay ST, from the start button, the cyole of the 
scanner proceeds. Should the digitiser be of a three digit type, relay 
DTA will be released, and the discharge from oondenser C'l through USD& 
level contact II wi&l reach pin W on the output plugs through the resting 
side ofDTA2. The typewriter will space once and thereby preserve the 
relative position of digits in the display by ensuring that all the least 
significant digits are in line down the page. 

By a similar process to that described above, a deoimal point may be 
inserted before the second, third, or fourth digits of the deooded display 
from the digitiser being read. The decoding of the second, third and 
fourth digits also proceeds as already described for the first, an error 
check being provided on each of these digits also. 

As USD steps to contact 18, USC steps from contacts 42 to 4.3 if no 
decimal point has been called for, or from 47 to 48 if a decimal. point 
has been called. The step from oontaots 18 to 19 on USD will ooour on 
the following half wave rectified mains pulse through -USD< contact 18, 
and USDI wiper. 

Two relays, DTB and BDD are provided to deal with the type of 
digitiser having a binary channel at the least significant end iielay 
DTJ3 tidicates that this type of digitiser is being read, and relay BDB 
indioates whether the binary channel is reading a 0 or a I, This type 
of digitiser has a centre zero, and to avoid having readings of -0005, 
-0000, 0000, 0005 as the sequenoe about the centre point, the digits 2 
and 7 are used in the display in place of 0 and 5. This has the added 
advantage of simplif'yjng the circuit, since 2 and 7 acre complemenw 
digits on nine. The readjngs either side of the centre zero now become 
-000'7, -0002, 0002 and 0007, and the change about the oentre point 
becomes four instead of just a change of sign. This gives, therefore, a 
smooth transition 'about the oentre point. Thus contaot 19 on USI& is 
connected through DTB2 contact to the 2/T line out of the de&iing trees, 
and either a 2 OT a 7 will be displayed depending on the idication f&an 
the parley circuit through USD2 and USD3 levels to the X and Y earths. 

When a decimal point has already been displayed in the decoding 
cyole, USD will step from contact 19 as USC steps from 2 to 3. DPO will 
be released and USD will. step on the following half wave reotlfied mains 
pulse to contact 21, and USC will step to contact 4. If, however, no 
declimal point has been printed, USD will step from contact 19 as USC 
steps from 47 to 4-8. DPO will be operated in this case and USD will 
rest on contact 20 for 100 milliseconds causing a space signal to be 
sent to the typewriter from USD4 level contact 20 through pin W on the 
typewriter output socket. USD, in this ease, will step from oontaot 20 
to contact 21 as USC steps from 2 to 3. 
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When USD is on omtaot 21, the pulse frc~l r;z&nser CI 3s routed 
through contaot 21 on USD4 le~l to pin T on the output plugs to operate 
the tabulate solenoid in the typewriter, and ta operate the chec3k circuit 
in the oardm& USD steps from contaot 21 when USC steps f&33 7 to 8 
and homes to ccMaot I through USDI level at 50 seeps per second. 

When USD reaches contact 22, relay I?J3A operates from neutral, wiper 
of USDfj, contact 22 of USD5, coil of RRA ta -50 volts. RRA holds from 
-50 volts, coil of RRA, RRl33 and RRA2 to neutral. IGLAd removes the 
neutral line from the hol&g oontaots on relays SDA to SDF, A to Q, SN, 
BDA, BIB, CO, DTA and DTB, Any of these relays which were operated nuw 
rexease. 

As USD steps from contact 23 to oontmt 24, USA steps from contact I 
to contact 2 from neutral, wiper of USD5 level, contaot 214 of WD5 and 
interrupter contact of USA. USB follows one half wave rectified mains 
pulse later due to the cross coupling circuit between the banks of these 
two uniseleotors. This method of drive is more relIab3.e than feeding the 
same Nse to both drL~ magnets. 
digitiser selected by o~nta~rt 1, 

The stepping of USA and IX33 causes the 
through one of the deck point cticuits, 

to be released, and the next digitiser i&caned up in readiness for the 
next decoding cycle of the scanner, 

Vhen USD reauhes oontacf 24, RRB operates. RRBI releases RIM, and 
neutral is restored to the holding contacts of the relays assooiated wi-& 
the data hi&way in reatiess for the storage of the next set of data to 
arrive. 

Iiihen USD reaches contaot I again, USC wili have just reached oontaot 
12, and as USC steps over contaots 92 and 13, USD till. step to oontaut 3 
andanewdecoding~clewillbe aMated. 

In this way9 up to 50 decoG.ng cyc&ea may be employed within one 
cycle of the scanner to investigate the readings on 50 digitisers, decode 
them, and display the decoded results on a typewriter and/m card pun&. 
If it is desked to eliminate any such resell from ezi&her typewriter or 
card punch, relay TO or I3 may be called frum the plugboard at the front 
of' the scanner for w of the 50 decoding cycles, and wU1 exclude informa- 
tion from the -writer or oaxd punch respectively for that ayole. 

A negative sign may be assoc%ated with any piece of typewrftten data 
with the ati of SN relay which is available both on the data hi&way and 
from the plugboard, Thus a negative S@ZJ may be permanently aaswiated 
with a given digitiser by suitable &rapping within the looal digitiser 
circuit (see Fig,-! 6) cxr my be prog~ar~~~~ed as re#.red from the plugboard. 

When all the digitisers associated with a given group of servo 
balances have been read, the servo balance may be aI.lmed to follow up the 
3nput eignals again by operating relay SA, SB or SC. These three relays 
are available from the plugboard and may be oalled at any stage during the 
scanner cyole. rThus a &roup of servo balances may be frozen fcff, say, one 
third of the scanner cycle, whilst their digitisers are being read, and 
then released for the rest of the cycle, 
treated. 

Other groups may be si~&Larly 
Each of these relays hoZc3.s over its number 1 contact, the nuMber 

2 contaut being used to interrupt the c&r&t previously made by an ST 
contaat to the output sock&s desipted 93ervo group A, B or CF. 

Relay HS is provided to enable the scanner to be halted during its 
cycle to &Low for any man&. sw&tching of sttMn gauges to servo balances 
which may be required. Relay I33 operates, as USA steps to the seleoted 
position from neutral, through ~5.~6 wiper and contaot, plugboard, KS ooil 
and RSI contact to -50 volts. It holds over HSd cc&act; HZ32 halts USC 
and HS3 halts USD. When it is desked to restart the scanner, a short 
cticuit is applied to the ~~rezitart selector" socket. RS operates, andRS4 
Gontaat releases Hs. The or oyole then resumes, 
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If less than the maximum of 50 digitisers are to be read, it is 
possible to clear the scanner to its dormant position by plugging CS relay 
(brought out on the plugboard as "clear selectoF) to the first spare step 
on USA by means of the plugboard. CSI holds CS operated, CS2 releases ST, 
CS3 prepares a path for CC relay on USA5, and CS4 connects the drive magnet 
of USA to neutral. USA and USB therefore commence to step at 50 steps per 
second from half wave rectified mains pulses. With the release of ST, the 
drive magnet of USC is connected to contacts on USC1 level through ST6, and 
USC self drives to the next contact which is connected to HS3. This ensures 
that USC halts on a contact where the condenser Cl is being charged and pre- 
vents the first digit of the next display being dropped. When USA reaches 
contact 1, neutral is extended through USA5 wiper, contact I, CS3 contact 
and CC coil to -50 volts. CC relay therefore operates. CC1 is not effeat- 
ive in this case, CC2 released CS relay, and CC3 breaks the neutral line 
to the drive magnet of USA. With the release of CS, CC is no longer held 
through CS3 and it released. The scanner is then ready to start a further 
cycle upon the depression of the start button. 

Should the full sequence of 50 readings be required, CS relay is not 
used. When USA reaches contact 50, neutral is extended through USA6 
wiper and contact 50, CS3 contact and CC coil to -50 volts. CC relay 
operates, therefore. CC1 disconnects the path from ST relay through STI, 
Ccl, BR2 and CS2 to neutral. CC2 is not effective in this case, CC3 dis- 
connects contact I of USA7 from CS4 and is not effective either. Towards 
the end of the decoding cycle, when USD reaches contact 22, RRA operates 
from neutral, USD5 wiper and contact 22, and RRA coil to -50 volts, RRAI 
releases the data highway relays, as before, and FG%2 drops out ST and 
holds RRA operated. Then USD passes contact 23, USA steps once to contact 
I and CC releases. When USD reaches contact 24, RRB operates to release 
RRA, and the scanner is then ready to start a fresh cycle of operations. 
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Detailed operation of the serial oounter 

Vhen a serial counter is called from the scanner, relay CR in the 
counter operates in series with relay DPO in the scanner. (The serial 
counter may not be used with the deoimal point faoiliw.) Relay CR thus 
remains operated until the scanner steps to oall up the next device in 
the plugged sequence. 

Half-wave rectified mains pulses are available at CR1 contact from 
line, throu& the RMO reotifY.er and B2 contaat. Upon the operation of 
CR1 contact, these are extended to the oircuit associated with relay A. 
For the duration of the pulse, current will flow through CR1 contact, 
bypass the relay coil and produce a P.D. across the IO kilohm resistor RI 
equal to the amplitude of the applied pulse. Current will also flow 
through RMO3 rectifier to charge C1 through Al contaot. Since the for- 
ward impetice of the rectifier is low in comparison with the resistance 
of the relay coil, there will be little difference in P.D. across the 
coil a& relay A will not operate. At the baok edge of the pulse, 
however, the junction of relay A ooil and R&l03 reotifier will be held at 
+300 volts by the charge on Cl and as the potential on the other side of 
the ooil falls with the back edge of the pulse, current will increase 
through the coil until the operate current is reached. Upon the opera- 
tion of relay A, oontaot Al provides a holding path from the +300 volts 
DC supply. Contact A2 provides a path for the operation of relayB and 
A3 extends neutral to the drive mamet of the least significant uni- 
select=. The next mains pulse therefore energises the drive magnet of 
this uniselector and also charges the condenser C2 ass&ted with relay 
B. At the back edge of this pulse, the least signif'ioant unisele&or 
mves on to register the next count E& relay B operates, CcmtactB1 
holds relay B operated; B2 disoonnects half wave rectified mains pulses 
from the relay circuit; B3 disconneots neutral from the drive magnet of 
the least significant uniselector to prevent any further stepping of the 
Counter, and B& releases relay A. Relay B remains operated until the 
release of CR at the end of the decoding cycle, when CR2 contact opens 
and releases it. Thus the counter steps once immediately upon being 
called by the scanner. 

The uniselectors have eight levels but have single ended wipers, 
giving 50 separate connections for a full rotation of the ratchet motor, 
with adjacent wipers strapped in pairs. Thus five decades can be accommo- 
dated in one full rotation. The decades are wired so that the output 
from the counter is in cyolio progressive oode. The counter PIUS appears 
to the scanner identical with the digitisers in the installation, and may 
be called and read in preoisely the same way. Levels I and 2 are strapped 
in groups of five, corresponding to the V channel in the code of Table I, 
Levels 3 and 4 are concerned with clearance and carry* If' the ulezc 
button is pressed, neutral is extended to contacts 0 to 8 in each decade, 
and the u&selectors home to the nearest 9th contact. Yv?lenever a uni- 
selector leaves a 9th oautaotwithin a decade, the pulse whiuh operates 
the drive magnet also passes through the 9th co&a& to operate the drive 
magnet of the next more significant stage. As the less significant stage 
steps from 9 to 0, therefore, the next more significant stage is stepped 
once to record the wry. Levels 5 and 6 generate the X, B and 2 channels 
of the code, the lines to the data highway plug being routed through 
rectifiers to prevent interactian between the two counter ckrcuits in the 
chassis. Levels 7 and 8 are concerned with the parity check and it will 
be seen from lNg.23 that the two connections from the bank of UD(A)8 level 
go to UC(A)? level, with SW cross-oonneotions between the other 
uniselectors. Thus if' the mostsignif'ioantdigit is even# the investigate 
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pulse from pin Z on the data highway plug passes through UD(A)7 or 8 level 
to reach contacts 5 to 9 in each decade on UC(A)1 and 2, thereby genera- 
ting the W channel of the code in Table IO If, however, the most signi- 
ficant digit is odd, then the investigate pulse reaches oontaots 0 to 4 
in each decade on UC(A)4 and 2, and the digit held on this uniselector is 
complemented on 9 by inversion of its Yi clawel. This modification of' a 
less si@ficant digit by its next more significant neighbour applies to 
each counter stage and is in accordance with the rule given in section 2.1 
for coding a decimal number in cyclic progressive form, 
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Detailed operation of the hand set switcah unit 

Fig.& shows the circuit of the hand set switch unit, which oontains 
eight separate switah circuits. Four of these each oontain four decade 
switches (see Fig.19) whioh can be set with a four deoimal digit number. 
Two more circuits oan be set with a three deuimal digit number each and 
the renz&xing twocircn.aits are fora single decimaldigit only. As with 
the digitiser oircuits, call-up relays are provided to conneot the outputs 
from the switoh aircuits to the data highway, snd eaah switch oircuit 
appears to the scanner identical with a digitiser, Relay CXC is the 
call-up relay associated with switches SWA, SWB, SWC snd SWD, these being 
the top row of switches on the left-hand side of Iiig.19. Wafers (a) and 
(b) on each switch are oonoerned with the generation of the x, y and z 
channels of Table I. Wafers (c) and (d) modify the w &annel of the next 
less significant circuit in the light of the oddness or evenness (parity) 
of the more significant of an adjacent pair, thus coding the deoimal 
number set on the switohes into a fully cyclic9y Ip-ogressed farm. 
Reotifiers are provided at the output of eaoh switch oirouit to prevent 
feedback between the switch ciruuits on the panel through the oonneotians 
to the common data hi&way. These are biassed from the -50 volt supply 
on the data highway, when the associated relay is released, to reduoe the 
effeot of many baok impedances in parallel on the data highway lines. 
When a relay is called from the scanner on the appropriate oall-up line, 
this bias is removed, and the switchoirouitis oonneotedto the investi- 
gate line on the highway. The investigate pulse passes through the oon- 
nectians set up by the switches and reaches the appropriate data highway 
lines for return to the scanner. Switohes SWE to SWH, SWJ to SWM, and 
SWN to SWQ, are wired identically with SWA to SWD, each having its 
associated call-up relay CRD, CRE and CRF, respectively. Switohes SWR to 
SWT and SWU to SWW with their associated relays CRG and CRH allow three 
decimal digit numbers to be set. These are oonneoted to the data highway 
lines corresponding to the three least significant decimal digits of a 
four digit digitiser, since the feeding of no signals at all to the 
decoding trees in the scanner other than the most signifioant would oause 
an error condition, Switches SWX and SWY are for the setting of single 
digits only. Due to the requirement for an error deteotion oirouit 
within the scanner, however, it is not possible to feed nothing to the 
decoding trees, and oodes corresponding to 0 have been permanently wired 
into daxit, so that the display from the soanner shows the set digit in 
the hundreds place, followed by two zeros, If some reduution in the 
effectiveness of the check oircuit in the scanner is allowable, the 0 
codes may be replaoed by one in which the channels x, y and z in the code 
are all energised. This does not correspond to a digit (see Table I) ana 
can be ignored by the decoding trees in the scanner by a simple modifica- 
tion of their circuit. 
digi.% 

The displaywould thenconsist of just the set 
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